Abstract: In network-on-chip (NoC), local temperature will make failure occurs if it is too high, thereby reduces the system's reliability. At the same time, unbalanced traffic distribution will produce local hot spots and improve local temperature, which is also easy to cause congestion of the network. In this letter, a novel NoC topology named BTorus for thermal-traffic is proposed. By using bridging form, BTorus connects the edge nodes of the Mesh topology, which is axial symmetry and beneficial to thermal-traffic balance. In addition, a traffic balanced routing algorithm is designed for BTorus, which can distribute more traffic to the edge of the chip and is good to chip's thermal equilibrium and heat dissipation.
Introduction
Usually, the performance of NoC is tested by the network's throughput, delay, etc. However, the distribution of temperature and traffic also has a great influence on the NoC's performance. The chip's temperature rises will reduce the communication performance of the system and improve the cooling cost. Local temperature will make failure occurs if it is too high, and thereby it reduces the system's reliability. At the same time, unbalanced traffic distribution will produce local hot spots and improve local temperature, which is also easy to cause the network congestion. So designing a thermal-traffic balanced NoC is very helpful to reduce the network delay or enhance the stability. While in the design process of NoC, the designs of topology and routing algorithm have a significant impact on the distribution of thermal and traffic. Between them, the topology directly determines the network nodes' layout and connection, and the mapping algorithm can determine the amount of communication between network nodes. Therefore, it is useful to achieve the purpose of thermal-traffic balance by designing a reasonable topology or a mapping algorithm, which also can consider the heat dissipation and the communication performance.
To slove the thermal-traffic balanced problem, some methods have been proposed. Literature [1] proposed an advanced temporary relay routing (ATRR) algorithm to collect the information of congestion and throttling to balance traffic. And the simulation results show that the scheme can improve averge latency as well as approach better heat balance. In [2] , the use of genetic algorithm was proposed for a thermal and communication aware mapping and placement of application tasks on 3-D NoC environment. When compared to a random mapping and placement, the proposed mapping and placement show a significant reduction in system temperature. But the proposed mapping algorithm is just suitable for 3D Mesh topology and it is time-consuming. Literature [3] proposed a traffic-thermal aware run-time thermal management (RTM) scheme, which is composed of a proactive downward routing and a reactive vertical throttling. The essence of RTM to achieve the thermal-traffic balance is changing the routing algorithm and mapping algorithm. The researches stated above, which are all based on 3D Mesh, change routing algorithm or mapping algorithm to achieve the purpose of thermal-traffic balance. This letter will start the study from transforming topological structure, designing a novel thermal-traffic balanced topology and its routing algorithm.
BTorus topology
Mesh and Torus are two topologies, which are kinds of typical and widely used. Torus is a full symmetric structure, of which each node can be viewed as the center point. If consider from the perspective of traffic balance, as the edge nodes of Torus are connected each other by long link, the communication in Torus has more paths to choose. Theoretically speaking, with respect to Mesh, Topology is more conducive to traffic balance. In [4] , there is a performance comparison in traffic balance between 8 Â 8 Torus and Mesh, in which the two topologies both adopt the shortest distance of wormhole routing algorithm. The comparison results show that the traffic in Mesh is mainly concentrated in the central of the topology, while the traffic in Torus distributes balanced. But Torus has longer links in the edge and more cross line, which is not conducive to the delay performance and chip's molding. In order to improve the shortcomings and inherit the thermal-traffic balanced characteristics of Torus, we propose a Bridging Torus (BTorus) topology. The generation method of BTorus is shown in Fig. 1 .
The connection between the nodes of the edge can be divided into two situations, the number of the edge nodes is odd or even. If the number of the edge nodes is N and the node coordinates on the edge is sort by 0, 1, 2, …, add a interconnect between the node n 0 and the node N-n 0 -1. When N ¼ 2n 0 þ 1, there will not have an extra connection on node n 0 . Popular speaking, the edge is divided into two parts with axial symmetry, on which the nodes are sequential labeling from small to large. Comparison of topology parameters between Torus and BTorus is shown in Table I . And BTorus can be easily extended to 3D for its regular extension character. 
So no matter the length of long connection or the number of cross point, BTorus is better optimized than Torus. When routing, the same as Torus, BTorus can choose more paths than Mesh and can assign more traffic to the edge path, which is beneficial to the traffic balance.
Routing algorithm of BTorus
Combined with the structure characteristics of BTorus, the BTorus routing algorithm is divided into four quadrants, as shown in Fig. 2 . Each node's coordinate is composed of two parts, the first two represent the two-dimension coordinate, and the last represents the quadrant coordinate. The two-dimension coordinate can be used to calculate the nodes' Manhattan distance, and the quadrant coordinate is used to judge routing way of long link. In order to facilitate the analysis and understanding of the routing algorithm, quadrant information is represented in binary. When the edge node number is odd, one node may belong to more than one quadrant, such as Central node and Middle node. Quadrant I, II, III and IV is represented by 00B, 01B, 11B and 10B respectively. So the Central node's quadrant is 00011110B and the Middle node's quadrant may be represented as 1110B.
BTorus routing algorithm first judge the quadrants' relationship between the two communication nodes. Compare the two quadrant coordinate, if they are the equal to each other and the two nodes are in the same quadrant, otherwise, split the quadrant coordinate information for further judgment. Add the quadrant coordinate information which has been split, if the result is 1, the two nodes' quadrants are in the same side, if not, their quadrants are relative. Such as quadrant I add quadrant II is 0 þ 0 þ 0 þ 1 ¼ 1, so I and II is in the same side. And quadrant I add quadrant III is 0 þ 0 þ 1 þ 1 ¼ 0, so I and III is relative.
Then determine the Vertex node and Critical node according to the quadrant relationship. Calculate the distance when taking the edge link by Vertex node or Critical node and the Manhattan distance between the two communication nodes. Compare these two distances and choose small distance path for communication. 
Simulation results
Experiment reconstructed the Noxim [5] , added BTorus topology and BTorus routing algorithm in it, and obtained the network performance data of BTorus. Combined Orion [6] and Hotspot [7] , the data of power consumption and thermal can be got. In the experiment, Mesh and Torus both take XY routing algorithm, BTorus take its own routing algorithm, the test time is 20000 cycles and 1000 cycles for preheating, traffic model is random traffic. The results of traffic distribution and thermal distribution in 8 Â 8 BTorus, Mesh and Torus can be seen in Fig. 3 .
As shown in Fig. 3 , traffic concentrates on the central in Mesh, while it is more uniform in BTorus and Torus. In order to fully describe the three traffic distribution, we divided the 8 Â 8 topological structure in to 4 rings. Set the central 4 nodes as the first ring and add 1 from inside to outside forming other 3 rings. Record the average traffic and thermal in each ring as shown in Table II and calculate their standard deviation as the measuring standard of balance.
The standard deviation of traffic in BTorus, Mesh and Torus respectively are 34.4, 402.8 and 48.7, and the results of thermal in BTorus, Mesh and Torus are 0.128, 0.233 and 0.161 respectively. Compared to Mesh and Torus, the advantages of BTorus thermal balance is similar to traffic balance, which shows that the chip's thermal distribution is affected by the traffic distribution. In the communication process, BTorus can assign more traffic to the edge. So the thermal is not easy to concentrate to the chip center, and at the same time, the thermal of the edge node is more easily to remove out. And BTorus is easy to extend to 3D, whether in 2D or 3D NoC, using BTorus help the chip have a more traffic-thermal balanced performance and it is helpful to chip cooling. 
